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Lawrence's First Summer Session
Will Offer Variety of Programs
L\. WRENCE UNIVERSITY will offer its first official s ummer ses,s ion in 1965,
President Curtis W. Tarr announced this, week. Although Lawrence operated during the summers of 1943 and 1944, when it followed an a ccelerated war-time
sch€dule, it was not a traditional
summ€r school, since the term
ran from June to October . Now
there will be five different time:
spans in Lawrence 's first s umm er school. The r egular eightweek course fo r undergraduate
subjects begins on June 21 and
runs un til August 13.
In addition, there are four rnecial institutes of varying le ngth .
geared to second ary teachers . A
seven- week botany institute for
high school biology teacher s, sponsored by the Na tional Science
Foundation with Dr. Bradner
Course n directing, will ru n from
June 21 to August 8. A four-wet!k
insti tute in the teaching of composition for English teachers wilI

Lantern Fund Drive
$300 Short of Goal
The annual Lantern Fund drive
is presently $300 short of its $2000
goal
not
counting unfulfilled
pledges which are due by February 1.
The money collected in the
drive , which took place November 16-20, will be divided among
the followin g eight national service organizations: African Scholarship fund , American Friends'
service, Ame rican Youth hostels ,
fore ign Student fund , Pan America n Development fund , Recordings for the Blind, United Negro
College fund and World University service .
These organiza tions work to
r elieve huma n suffering, to provide inexpensive housing for
trave ling students, to aid Negro
colleges , to support institutions of
higher learning and to provide
scholarships for deser ving Africa n students.

run from June 21 to July 17, directed by n r . 'William Schutte;
a four-week seminar in theatre
production for high school English teachers will run from July
19 to August 13, directed by Joseph A. Hopfensperger. A twoday church mu sic wor kshop will
be conducted by LaVahn Maesch
from June 16 to 18 .
During the eight-week session ,
a total of 28 courses in 14 traditional undergrad uate fiel ds will be
offered. Introductory work will
be offered in all 14 fields, with
advanced work available in nine.
Offe red for one term of cr edit will
be art , economics , English, geology, government, history, mathematics , occupational therapy, psychology and religion . Four courses
-French, German, Russia n a nd
anthropology-will be given dnring the eight-week sess ion as well ,
but they will be studied intensively for two terms of credit, and
students will not be permitted t0
enroll in an ything else con curr ently.
Music Lessons Available
According to LaVahn Maes ch ,
director of the Conservatory of
Music, private lessons in applied
mu sic will be available on an arra nge<l basis .
The summe r session will enroll
two categor ies of students - the
summer visitor, who may enroll
in either an institute or an under gr aduate course ; and the regular degree student, who will be
li mited to the latter.
Lawrence hopes to attract recent high school graduates during
the summer before they enroll in
college for work in mathematics ,
Englis h, or languages , so these
courses can be continued at an
adva nced level in the fall.
Tuition will be slightly lower

Facuity Passes Resolution
To Require Departinentals
DEPARTMENTAL examinations at Lawrence have
b een re-instituted to '' help to provide a focus for the
w ork in the major field and to provide an opportunity for the student to review the
material he learned in separate
courses and to see relationships
among them of which he might
not have been aware," according
to Dr. Robert M. Rosenberg, secretary of the faculty.
THE FACULTY has recently
passed a proposal which states
that any student who fails his <lepartmental test is not eligible for
honors at graduation regardless
of his record in course work.
Secondly, the proposal states
that a student who passed his dep.artmentals with distinction may
be eligible for honors even if his
record is not quite up to the normal requirements for honors. R-0senberg used as an example the
student who has a 2.39 average
but not the 2.4 to 2. 7 necessary
for cum 1aude.
If such a student passed his departme ntal examination with dis·
tinction , the tommittee on Honors
would have the authority to
recommend he be graduate<l cum
laude.
ROSENBERG stated that a
great deal of variation from department to department is likely
since each department is free to
prepare and grade its examination as it sees fit within certain
limitatons set by the faculty.
Dep.artmental examinations in

the major field may consist of
oral or written examinations or
both.
Written examinations may be
given only upon ,May 24 and 25,
1965, with a maximum total time
of six hours, and with no single
examination to exceed four hours
in length.
AN ORAL examination may be
given on a schedule convenient to
the student and faculty members
involved, but it must be completed prior to the last day of classes
for spring term, 1965.
Students taking departmental
examinations may not be exempted from course final examinations.
The departmental examination
must be passed satisfactorily by
all senior students to make them
eligible for graduation. The examinations will be graded, "passed with distinction," "passed," or
"failed." Should a student fail he
may petition for a re-examination
any time during the ensuing year.
Students may take departmental
examinations only in one department. Pattern majors whose programs have been approved by the
Committee on Instruction and
those taking interdisciplinary majors in the sciences will take
special examinations.

during the summer term - $135
per term course as opposed to
the $175 per term course during
the winter . There are additiona l
incidental fees for activities,
health service and accident insura nce. Room for the eight-week
period , either in Colman Hall for
Women or Plantz Hall for Men , is
$90 for s pace in a double or $105
for a single. Board is $112.
Ca r s will be allowed on the
campus during the summer, and
all but a few classes will be held
in air-conditioned buildings, principally the Music-Drama Center,
Stephenson Hall of Science and
Youngchild Hall of Science. The
Samuel Appleton - Carnegie Libra..::Y is also air-conditioned.

Ariel Announces
Change ll1. Time

To Fall Delivery
The Ariel, Lawrence's yearbook will be delivered in the fall
this year. Since students have
traditionally received their books
in May , this change represents a
five month delay necessitating a
mailing to seniors and transfer
students . Certain improvements,
in the opinion of the Board, will
justify any inconveniences.
Past yearbook staffs having
early third term printing commitments were unable to do jus tice
to certain spring events while
coverage of others, namely,
Prom, May day, and graduation
had to be postponed for the following year's Ariel. Thus these
key events were handled by a
new and inexperienced staff. Under the new arrangement, the
new editors could concern themselves with ,their book's content
and a printing contract, while the
old staff would still be winding
up work on the entire past year.
This set-up would also allow the
new editors to observe the working staff in action and note their
policies.
Beginning this year students
will have to wait until September
for their Ariels, but the freshmen
will no longer be annoyed and
confused at the appearance of
many people who graduated the
spring before, seniors can look
forward to a book in which their
whole senior year is represented,
and everyone can expect wider
and more varied coverage.

Lawrence Receives
Unrestricted Grants
Lawrence
recently
received
two unrestricted grants, one of
$5,000 from the Standard Oil
foundation, the other, $800 from
the Sears-Roebuck foundation.
IL. B. Kelly, a representative of
the Standard Oil foundation, stated that the grant was given to
Lawrence because of the "general excellence of its educational program." This grant is one
of 65 unrestricted grants totaling
$593,000 given in 1964 by three
Standard Oil foundations.
The Sears-Roebuck foundation
grant is one of 17 totaling $15,800
made to colleges and universities
in Wisconsin. More than 600 educational institutions in the nation
will receive Sears - Roebuck
grants this year.

STUDENT BODY president Tony Valukas greets the
members of Lawrence's four-time-victorious College
Bowl team as they got off the plane in Appleton.
~
* *

Symbols of Victory Greet
GE Bowl Team at Airport
TWO TRADITIONAL syrnboI 3, of victory - the
classic.: laurel w r eatn of t he Oly m pic runner and the
turfm a n 's luc k y h orse h oe- g re et ed the Lawrence U niversity College Bowl team at
Outagamie Coun ty airport Tuesday noon.
TO COACH Daniel L. Arnaud
went an out-sized horseshoe of
green leaves topped with white
carnations and Lawrence blue
ribbons; each member of the
team was unwillingly crowned
with the laurel wreath.
As the Lawrence team, victorious in its fourth nationally televised quiz show on Sunda~, stepped from the plane the Lawrence
pep band struck up "On Wisconsin" and two bus loads of students applauded.
Miss Marguerite E. Schumann,
publicity director of Lawrence
university manned the bull-horn
to read a resolution to the team
members.
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, it is an old newspaper cliche that a picture is
worth a thousand words,
And whereas, your pictures
have lately been shown to seven
million people for approximately
eighty minutes or 4800 seconds.
And whereas 4800 seconds at 16
movie frames per second works
out to 76,000 pictures, each in turn
worth a thousand words,
Be it hereby noted that the appearances of the Lawrence University College Bowl Team has
therefore been worth at least 76,000,000 glowing words to this institution, entirely exclusive of the
words you have so brilliantly uttered on the air and the words
that have been written about you,
Let it therefore be resolved that
the admissions and publicity of-

fic es , whose work is both significantly eased and greatly increased by your eminence, do hereby
tender their deep gratitude as well
.;s the Grand Prix de Sampson
House, an Appleton version of the
classic laurel wreath of victory,
along with a lucky horseshoe for
the only ,t rue classicist in the
crowd, coach Daniel L. Arnaud.
The laurel wreaths were tendered by Edward J. Roberts, director of admissions; Daniel C.
Sparks and Arthur K. Peekel, admissions counselors; and Charles F. Fisher, assistant director
of alumni affairs and development.
Opponent
Score
Virginia Military In . . . .. 170-150
SW at Memphis
.275- 85
Russell Sage . . . . . . . . . . 200- 80
Wilson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 215-210

THE Lawrence Pep Band was
directed by senior Ken Anderson.
Tony Valukas, student body president from Palatine, Ill., greeted
the team at the steps of the
plane.
The Lawrence College Bowl
team will make its fifth and · final
appearance January 17, facing
the University of Bridgeport,
(Connecticut). Five is the maximum number _of times a single
team can appear on the program.
If the team wins its final contest, it will bring home $9000 for
the scholarship fund and an engraved silver bowl for the institution's trophy room.

BOX SCORE
Player
TAYLOR ..... .. . .. . .. . ... . . . ... . .
WHITEHEAD .. . .. ... . . ... ..... .
VERICH . .. ... .. . . .. . ..... . . .. .. .
VOGEL ... . ............ . . . ...... .
TEAM . ....... . ... .. . .. .... . . . .. .
TOTALS ... ............... .
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Flutist Debost to Play
For Chamber Concert
MICHAEL DEBOST, brilliant young French flutist
now on his first American tour, will play the second of
this season's Lawrence Chamber Music series concerts
at 8: 15 p.m., Friday, Jan. 15, in
Harper hall at the Lawrence Music Drama center.
DEBOST graduated from the
Paris Conservatory with two first
prizes in flute and chamber music. After a three-year tour of
military duty, Debost resumed
concert playing, and since has
won every major flute competition in Europe and Russia, among
them contests in Moscow, Prague, Munich, Geneva and Rome.
He has also appeared as soloist with the majo1· European orchestras under renowned conductors. He is first flutist of ,the Paris Conservatory orchestra, and
has participated in most of Europe's greatest festivals, including Salzburg, Aixen-Provence,
Menton, and the Bach festivals
in Anspach.
Among his honors was one bestowed by the French magazine,
Realites, which chose Debost as
one of the "100 Frenchmen of
1961." Another honor, perhaps
more significant to Fox Valley
concert-goers, came when Debost
was asked by conductor Rudolph
Barshai to tour with the Moscow
Chamber orchestra next season.

Debost commands great respect
in the musical world. His solo
concerts with pianist Christian
Ivaldi-who will appear with him
here-have gained the broadest
praise from critics.
One has written, " His tone is
sonorous, sensous, tender and
full of nuance, his style elegant
and his virtuosity must be heard
to be believed."
ANOTHER wrote, " One can
only be astounded at the variety
of colorings and sound-magic of
which this instrument is capable
in the hands of a master such as
Debost. "
Debost's repertory includes the
classic compositions as well as
music of the moderns. He de.
lights in the 12-tone music of Andre Jolivet, Nono, Maderna, and
Petrassi, and will introduce many
of these compositions tg American audiences.
His program here includes music by Bach, von Weber, Prokoffeiv, Honegger and Poulenc.
Reserved seats for the concert
went on sale Tuesday, Jan. 5, at
the Lawrence University box office, Music-Drama center.
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Report of Facuity Committee on Discrimination
In Fraternities and Sororities
ON MA y 18 1964 following action by both students and facult y, the Board
of trustees issued a poiicy statement for Lawrence college (now university), decaring that "membership in s.ocial, academic or other campus organizations sho uld
be baS€d solely on individual
merit," and that "local chapter<,
of national organizations not in
compliance with this policy shall
strive to bring about early changes in their membership requirements. " "Changes," it was affirmed , "are expected in national
or·g anizations which do not conform to this policy."
TO AID in the implementation
of this policy, enuncinted by thE:
Board of Trustees , the faculty and
the student body, a continuing
Faculty Committee on Discriminaation in Fraternities and Sororities
was create<l to work with these
social · organizations in eradicating all racial and religious discrimination as a principle of selection for membership.
Part . of the f•aculty charge to
this Committee was "to issue to
the Student Executive Committee
each year during 'rushing' period
a statement concerning which
fraternities and sororities are
still required · by their nation,al organizations, charter, ritual, or
nominating procedure to practice
racial or religious discrimination
and do not permit full freedom of
seleetion to our students." This
is the Committee's first annual report in accordance with that
charge.

Among the fraternities , threeBeta Theta Pi, Phi Kappa Tau,
and Sigma Phi Epsilon-not only
are faced with no problems on
this issue , but their local chapters
were leaders in the past within
their own nationals in asserting
the right of local chapters to elect
members of minority groups without regard to race or religion.
BETA THETA PI, Phi Kappa
Tau , and Sigma Phi Epsilon have
all asserted the rights of their local chapters to elect members of
minority groups, including coiored, and all three fraterni ties
have done so locally.
Delta Tau Delta fraternity in
1956 eliminated its membership
qualification based on race from
its Constitution, which contains
now no reference to either race
or n,ational origin. It is its national policy, however, that a member
must be free of any characteristic which would make him nn.
-acceptable to the Fraternity as a
whole (including the Southern
chapters), but although this clause
has been interpreted as excluding
Negroes, several chapters of the
fraternity have pledged Negro
members; the first chapter to do
so was censured for its ,action, but
all such chapters have been per-
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Fabric Depts.
Come in, browse around and
see what marvelous selections
of yarns, kits, patterns, fabrics and other needlework
items we have. And remember, our competent salesladies and knitting instructor
will be happy to assist and
advise you with any knitting
or needlework problems you
may have.

for appointmen t

~
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Daal RE 9-1805
231 Ea st Golleg~ Ave .
Appleton, Wis.
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Check the enticing array at
Pah-low's. Choose from over
5000 items. Of course, we gift
wrap free of charge!

'Pai-~
Art Needlework -

Prange's Third Floor

LUGGAGE · GIFTS
303 West College Ave.
On the Street of Quality

mitted to remain in the national
fraternity.
The fraternity has Jewish members.
The local chapter has
strongly asserted its willingness
to take into membership any person who, it is felt , will make a
oositive contribution to it, regardless of race, color, or creed.
PHI DELTA THETA fraternity
in practice excludes Negroes and
Orientals (except Polynesians )
from membership. A movement
within the fraternity to eliminate
the requirement that members
must have "social attributes" acceptable to all chapters - which
has been used to exclude minority groups - has so far failed to
attain its goal ; as a result Phi
Delta Theta has been removed
from or is in grave difficulties on
more than one campus.
M,any members of the local
chapter, however, have been giving leadership both in their national fraternity and at Lawi·ence
University for reform in this problem.
Phi Gamma Delta fraternity
formerly had a "white Christian"
policy, but it has been abolished,
and national officers have asserted that there are no legal grounds
for barring members on the basis
of race or religion. Some chapters have been granted "special
dispensation " to permit the election of members of minority
groups.
THE NATIONAL· organization,
however, Ls firmly opposed to iocal autonomy in membership selection, and the emphasis on
"compatibility with the fraternity as a whole" has meant in
practice that Negroes (with a
single exception, who later resigned ) have not been elected to
membership. The local chapter
has pledged both Jews and
Orientals.
Among the sororities, the situation is, in some ways, more complex, since restrictive clauses
have frequently been removed
from constitutions and by-laws,
hut the exclusion of certain groups
continues to operate in practice in
some
sororities
through the
"recommendation" system . At
the same tun.e, ,a "recommendation" system in itself is certainly
no proof of racial and religious
discrimination.
Alpha Chi Omega sorority has
no written or unwritten require ment on race or religion. The na tional organization emphasizes U1e
importance of policies which are
" part of our (i.e., the sorority's)
heritage"; a recommendation system is used, but once an alumna
recommendation is received for
a student, the local chapter then
has freedom of choice in selecting
its members. Alpha Chi Omega
has pledged members of minority
groups, including colored.
ALPHA DELTA PI sorority also
has no racial or religious discriminatory clauses in its constitution
or by-laws; again, a recommendation system is used, with a favorable alumna recommendation necessary for election by a local
chapter. Jews and Orientals have
been pledged by Alpha Delta Pi.
Delta Gamma sorority has, to
the knowledge o.f the Committee,
no problems in this matter, and
indeed the local chapter took the
lead several years ago in its national organization to eliminate
restrictive policies based on race
or religon. Not only dges the nationl ,assert that there are no restrictive clauses either written or
implied, but the former negative
recommendation system, by which
an alumn,a non-recommendation
could disqualify a girl, has been

abolished, a move initiated by the
Lawrence chapter.
A sponsorship system still exists,
but unsolicited recommendations
can also be considered by local
chapters. Members of minorlty
groups, including color ed, have
been m embers of Del ta Gamma.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA sorority has no membership restriction
based on race, color, or creed,
either written or unwritten. It
requires a recommendation from
either an alumna or a regional
board , and the local chapter has
been positively concerned and active in clarifying the recommendation system. Jews and Orientals have been pledged in the past.
Kappa Delta sorority's national
organization asserts that there is
nothing in Kappa Delta's constitution, ritual, or nominating procedure to prevet the election of mi·
nority groups, but, so far as the
national president knows, no Negro has ever been elected to mem•
bership, nor are there any Orient,al members. Jewish gil'ls have,
however, been elected. A recom·
mendation system is used.

Pi Beta Phi sorority has no written clause requiring discrimination on racial or religious grounds
nor any statement that a pledge
must be acceptable to all chapters. Sponsorship by an alumna
member or an alumnae board is
necessary. Jews and Orienta]
members have been elected, but
no Negroes: The local chapter
has been prominent in a movement to re-examine its sorority's
recommendation system .
THE COMMITTEE has not liked
to pr y into secret rituals of the
fraternities or sororities. On the
other hand , it Ls fully aware that
many of these rituals used by social groups at Lawrence University contain Christian prayers to
which non-Christians could oot in
good conscience give assent. At
the present time there is no ass urance in all social groups on ca mpus that non-Christian prospective
pledges are made conscious of
these Christian rituals early in the
selection procedure for membership.
The Committee suggests tli,at
the Interfraternity Council and
Pan . Hellenic Council consider
means of protecting such stude nts
by formalizing more clearly the
method of informing them. concerning the religious principles
and even doctrines to which they
wm be giving assent.

The Committee wishes to express its and the faculty's gratitude for the wholehearted cooperation given to it by the offic,ers of
the local chapters. As we have
said to each group, we are here
simply to help each of the social
organizations attain those goals
which h ave been sta ted by the
student body itself, the faculty ,
the adm inistration, and the Boo;:d
of Trustees, and to help eliminate
those principles of selection which
run counter to th e prinicples of
Lawrence University .
It is the conviction of this Committee. that our stud ents should be
allowed to exercise tb€ir own
freedom of choice in determining
the membership of their groups.
Those fraternities and sororities
which have already acted to abolish racial and religious discrimination as a requirement for membership deserve , in our opinion,
the gratitude of the entire University.
\ViUiam A. Chaney, Chainnan
F. Theodore Cloak
Dorrit F. Friedlander

NOTICE
Because the Lawren tian is
switching from letterpress to offset printin g next week, deadlines have be,en run up. All submissions to the Lawrentian must
be in no later than 7:30 p. m.
Tuesday nights, three days prior
to publication. Copy submitted
after this time cannot be accepted for :publication that week.
ThB new printing process will
provide better re production, especially of pictures, and will permit the staff gr,eater flex ibility
in making up each issue . The
general format will remain the
same .

MEMBERS of the LaSalle String quartet are, left to

right, Peter Kamni,t zer, viola; Walter Levin, violin;
Henry Meyer, vio lin; and J ack Kirstein. ce llo.

SEC Sees Facuity Report;
Debates College Bowl Funds
AT THE FIRST SEC meeting of the new year, the
Student Executive council was buried an d the Lawrence Student Senate was. born. This change was specjfied in the new constitution approved last term by the student
body.
THE FIRST Senate meeting was
marked by the ·report from the
Faculty Committee on Discrimination in Sororities and Fraternities. Copies of the report were
distributed to Senate representatives as well as to every me mber
of the freshman class.
This study is the 1·esult of a
resolution passed by the faculty
last year condemning discrimination in the social groups on campus. At this time SEC .and the
board of trustees supported the
faculty stand on this matter.
Under committee reports, the
Special Project committee repor te d the signing of the New Christy
iMinstrels at a cost of $4500 for a
February 23 concert. The price
of tickets for the concert will be
$2.25 for students and $3 for
a dults.
The results of last month's allchool election concerning the
new constitution were given. The
student body approved all the proposals by large margins .
The addition of IV, F as a new
section of the Constitution was
passed by a 239 to 39 margin.
This amendment calls for the
vice-president to assume the presidency in the event of a vacancy
in the office.
A second amendment dealing
with attendance of representatives at senate meetings was
passed by 194 to 81 votes.
The amendment concerning the
office of treasurer which was not
included on the ballot because of
its omission from the Lawre ntian of the preceding week, will
be presented to the student body
for approval in a special election.
Nat Tileston, speaking for the
Ariel ·E ditorial board, announced
that the 1965 Ariel will be distributed next Septemb€1' instead of
in the spring in accordance with
past policy.

Tileston explained that this
change would allow for the full
coverage of the spring term's activities and for more continuity
in the editorial policy of the publication.
.
Represen t a t i v e Mike Hayes
suggested that the Senate take
part in the administering of the
scholarship money won by the
Lawrence team on the College
Bowl. SEC organized' and administered the plans for Lawrence's participation on the program. Hayes made a tentative
proposal that scholarships be set
up for senior students working on
honor projects as a recognition
of their achievement and to provide them with funds for books or
other materials.
It was further suggested that
the scholarships consist of $100
each and be given to a senior
honor student from the three
fields of the sciences. social sciences and humanities.
Several suggestions were made
for activities to be scheduled for
the three-day winter weekend in
February.
These included a
dance on the campus, a ski trip
and an organized trip to Milwaukee to see a play.
The possibility of a Continental
break:f ast to be served in one of
the dining halls was discussed by
the representatives. It was felt
that the programs tried in lhe
past were not given an adequate
trial period. A discussion followed on the problems presented
by such a program, such as the
difficulty in obtaining student
help and the int,erference with
preparations f0r lunch.
A motion was passed and a
committee set up to investigate
the possibility of receiving full
credit for beginning language
courses in Russian and Greek.
The present policy n~quires 3
terms work in the first year to
obtain only two course credits.

Sue Eaton ,to Head
Encampment Board
Selected as chairman by the
Student Senate executive committee, Sue Eaton will direct the
1965 Encampment Steering board
in planning the annual spring retreat, where faculty and students discuss campus issues.
Sandy Lehto, secretary, and
Jack Robertson, treasurer, are
the other officers of the group.
Lee Dodds is in charge of topics
and post - encampment report ;
Nora Bailey, publicity and faculty; Byron Nordstrom , faculty and
transportation ; Tom Conley, housing and recreation; and Tony
Valukas, petitions.

Phi Bete Speech to Discuss
Use of Case History Data
PHI BET A KAPPA will pres.ent the first of four
series lectures at 8 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 12 at the Art
center . Dr. John R. Buck lew, professor of psychology,
will speak on his one-.year research project, ' 'Predictions of
Symptoms from Case History Information ."

reliable than those made from
present personality past history."
The other SD€akers for the Phi
Beta Kappa fecture series are
David Mayer, assistant professor
of drama (February 3), Jules La
Roque, instructor of economics
(March 2 ) and Stunner Richman,
assistant professor of biology (in
April ).

THE PROJECT undertakes an
analysis of the information contained in psychiatric case histories to determine whether a
theoretical mo<lel for abnormality is adequate for predicting the
symptoms of patients.
The specific goals of this research are twofold: first, it is to
define a series of constructs applicable to the case history information concerning the p,atient' s life history and personality; and second, it is to test
whether these constructs could be
used to predict the symptoms the
patient had developed, his psychiatric diagnosis and a classifioation into neurotic, inadequate
or deviant roups such as depression, . criminality, . impulsivity,
sexual deviation and apathy.
Two major conclusions from
Bucklew' s research project are
(a) " The psychiatric diagnosis
and the most important symptoms show a significantly high
relationship to case history information ;"
(b ) "Predictions
structure and dynamics are more

PEOPLE-TO-PEOPLE
Charles F. Fisher will show
slides of his hip to Russia and
International weekend plans
will be discussed .at the Peopleto-People meeting at 7 p.m. on
Wednesday, Jan. 11 in the
Terrace room of the Union.

All-School Gym-Jam.
To Be Held Jan. 13
An all-school gym-jam will be
held from 7 to 9 p.m. Jan. 13 in
Alexander gymnasium. It will be
open to all students and faculty
members and people connected
with the Institute of Paper chemistry.
All gymnasium facilities will be
available. Featured sports will
be swimming, paddleball; trampolining, badminton and basketball. A paddleball tournament
will be held, and women's basket•
ball teams will be formed.
Buses will leave from in front
of Ormsby hall at 7 p.m.

NEW YEAR'S PARTY
The Student Senate will
sponsor a post - rush New
Year's party tomorrow from
9 p.m. .to 1 a.m. in the Viking
room . of the Union. Music for
!he casual dance will be provided by the Rockets

?
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HAS THE LONG, TOUGH GRIND OF SECOND
F1LUT1ST Michael Debost will
play in a concert one week from
today. This brilliant Frenchman
has received highest acclaim
from critics and has won many
awards.
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DO YOUR ASSIGNMENTS SEEM SO LONG YOU
CANT BEAR TO BEGIN THEM?
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CONGRATULATIONS
To the Lawrence College Bowl Team and Coach
from

CONKEY'S BOOK STORE

President Tarr Announces
Tuition Increase Next Year
A $100 TUITION increase for 1965-66 has been voted by the Board of Trustees and announced to parents
of current students by President Curtis W. Tarr. Total cost of tuition, board and
room will be $2,425, while the fee
for -commuting students will be
$1,650.
IN HIS official letter to parents , President Tarr stated, " The
present tuition at Lawrence covers about 55 per cent of the cost
of educating one of our students ;
the remaining funds must be provided by gifts and earnings from
our investm ents. While these
sources hopefully may provide a
small share of the dollars needed, we can offset our total increase in costs only through a
higher comprehensive fee ."
Tarr feels th.at tuition increases are not necessarily a
yearly thing. Most schools are

· presently increasing their tuition
to keep up with rising faculty
salaries. However in the nc,ar
future pay - of college teachers
should approach that of other
professions, and the cycle of rising costs should level off. The
Board of Trustees very strongly
feels that there should not be an
incre,ase every year.
Tarr also told parents that, although the increase will -create a
hardship for some families, the
college promises to maintain the
high standards of its educational program, continue to increase
the funds available for financial
aid to students and continue to
improve its educational facilities.
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ENDS SATURDAY

PETER SELLERS in 2
"AMOROUS !.. "WRONG ARM
___G_E_N_E_RA_L_'_'--~ OF THE LAW"

I
I

Sun., Mon., Tues., Jan., IO ..tl-12
'YOUNG LOVERS' has been t o College
Whe re America's teenagers have voted it

MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED

11

Yes, the young audience loves "The Young Lovers."
In a series of screenings at over 20 colleges across the
country, the students came, saw it-and were conquered . But don't take our word for it. Listen to
what they had to say :
"In th is film, certain things are accepted for discus_sion which before were simply treated as scandalous"
-VASSAR Sophomore

"Love at first sight premarital 'commitments' which
are only playing at love, are our problems ."
1

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI Junior (female)

"I t hits home in all ways. It is a problem of our generation. This story has happened countless times al I
over the U.S." . UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON Senior (male)
"More than any other fim I have seen. THE YOUNG
LOVER comes right down to the moods and feelings,
frustrations and problems that college students are
confronted with ."
NORTHWESTERN Sophomore (male)
" Parents should see this film . They don't want to believe this is the way we ore ."
NORTH CAROLINA Junior (female)

Story of Revolution in Campus Morals

z

THERE IS A
MOMENT WHEN
THE REST OF
THE WORLD
CEASES!

0(2

STARRIN(:\

PETER FONDA
SHARON HUGUENY
NICK ADAMS
DEBORAH WALLEY
Directed by SAMUEL GOLDWYN Jr.

Shirley Jones
rossano brazzi
L

Friday, January 8Sorority rush, 7 and 8: 15 p.m.
Fraternity rush, 7-10 p.m.
Basketball vs. Coe, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, January 9Sorority rush, 1: 30, 3: 30 and
6:30 p.m.
Fraternity rush, 2-5 p.m.
SEC Post-Rush dance : 9 p.m.1 a .m., Union
Frosh basketball vs. Beloit,
6:30 p.m.
Varsity basketball vs. Beloit,
7 :30 p .m.
Sunday, January 10Film Classics ''Spellbound''
(American): 1: 30 and 7: 30
p.m. , Stansbury
Sorority and fraternity pledging
Tuesday, January 12Freshman Studies lecture Dr. Van den Akker on "Evolution of Physics" : 10 :30 a .m.,
Stansbury
Phi Beta Kappa lecture: 8 p.m.,
Art center

Wednesday, January 13Sunset players: "Cradle of Genius": 7 p.m. , Stansbury

VIKING ·

1

Calendar

Friday, January 15Chamber Music series: flutist
Michel Debost: 8: 15 p.m. ,
Harper
SEC Bowling party: 9-12 p .m .,
41 Bowl
'Swimming vs. Carleton , 4 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 16Swimrning vs. St. Olaf, 1: 30
p.m.

Announcements
For the purpose of arousing student interest in various oncampus .and nearby events, the Lawrentian will run this column each week. Submissions for inclusion herein must reach
the Lawrentian by 7 p.m. Tuesday preceding publication.

t

INTERVIEWS:
The following people will be on campus this week to interview interested students. See Miss Dohr at the placement office, Sampson
house, for _furth.er information and to schedule appointments.
'Duke University School of Law . .. .. .. ... .. .. . . . .. Sun. , Jan. 10
Social Securi ty Administration ........ .. ......... .Mon., Jan. 11
Arthur Andersen and Co. (accounting ) .......... Tues., Jan. 12
Individual appointments .......... . . ..... ... .. Wed. , Jan. 13
Northwestern University MA Teaching Program .. Wed., Jan. 13
University of Wisconsin School of Commerce .... Thurs. , Jan. 14
Cook County Department of Public Aid . ........ . .Fri., Jan. 15
* * *
ART DISPLAYS:
P~ine Art Center, OshkoshThe Paine Art c~nt~r presents a religious exhibition of icons, which
are tempera pamtmgs on gesso and wood panel. The center is
open Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays and Sundays from 2 to 5 p.m.
* * *
Worcester Art CenterWatercolors and drawings by Rev . Paul Eaton , a Lawrence alumnus from Milwaukee are on display at the Lawrence University Art
center during the month of January.

* * *

EUROPEAN SUMMER EMPLOYMENT:
The American-European Student Service offers to students summer
jobs in Germa~1Y, Scandinavia, England, Austria, Switzerland, France,
Italy and Spai~. The studen.ts will receive room and board plus a
wage for. work m forestry, child care, farms, hotels qnd construction.
~urther 1nfori:nation and application forms can be obtained 'by writmg the American-European Student Service , Via Santarosa 23, Florence , Italy.

* * *

GOVERNMENT SERVICE FELLOWSHIPS:
Seni<?r~ ma~ apply for fellowships valued at $3000 to study in public
admmistration at the univers ities of Alabama, Kentucky and Tennessee.
Fo~· information and applications, due by March 1, students should
w_nte to C?l~man B. Ransone , Educational Director, Southern Reg10nal Trammg Program in Pubiic Administration Drawer 1 University, Alabama.
'
'
~ * *
FEDERAL SERVICE EXAMINATION:
Applications for the Federal Service examinations to be given Jn
February 20 are due at the Placement Office by January 15.

Sunday, January 17Film Classics - " Rasho-Mon"
(Japanese ): 1:30 and 7:30
p.m., Stansbury
"Luther": 8:15 p.m., Chapel
Ormsby Open house, 8-10:30
p.m.
Re-cital-Karel Paukert, Czech
TUESDAY NIGHT marked the beginning of the reorganist: 3:30 p.m., All Saints
hearsals for this term's major theatre production. Ib4
Episcopal Church
sen's "The Wild Duck," directed by Joseph Hopfen- - -- - - - - - -- ·
sperger, assistant professor of
theatre and drama.
CAST IN major roles are Bill
Barton as old Werle, the insensitive but successful businessman;
P. K. Allen as his son Gregor.:,, a
young man obsessed with an overactive and "deformed" consciSPOILING YOUR FUN?
ence ; Jeff Jones as old Ekdal , the bankrupt former business partner of Werle; and Jack
(or go yourself)
Swanson as his short-sighted and
idealistic son, Hjalmar.
Others are Alice Wild as Hjalmar's wife Gin,a; Sue Cartwright
as the couple's young daughter
Hedwig; Kathy Lipp as Mrs. SorPopularly Priced
by, the Werles' old housekeeper ;
and Winsor Whiton as Relling.
Tom Braun, Mike Ward , Dave
Streit, Kim Dammers , Jim Stiles,
Coop€r Wood, Rufe Cadigan, Ed
at your drugstore
Tobias, Steve Custer, Lissa Perhonen, Cathy Lund , Ann Cerny ,
Clare Plehn , John O'Boyle c1nd
Peter Ness will also appear in the
production.
IBSEN was a Norweigian writer
of the last century. Some of his
better known works include "A
Do1l's House," "Ghosts," "Peer
Gynt, " "The Master Builder·,"
and " Hedda Gabler," which was
produced on the Lawrence campus 15 years ago.
The "Wild Duck" was published in 1884; it is a pJ.ay which
Hopfensperger has long wished
to produce. It is interesting and
meaningful to modern audiences ,
says Hopfensperger, because in
it Ibsen is not merely criticizing
the society of his own times, but
dealing with universal themes.
The director plans to "play it
for the comedy ," but, he says,
the play is " loaded with bloody
satire," and "full of pathos" as
well.
The play is scheduled to be presented in Stansbury theatre
sometime in F ebruary.

Hopfensperger Tells Cast

Of Ibsen's 'The Wild Duck'

ACNE

"SEND MAC ... FOR CENAC"

SPECIALLY FORMULATED for HIM/for HER

$1.49
ONLY!

PLACEMENT OFFICE
The Placement office has
moved to its new location 011
the second floor of Sampson
house.
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Religion Conference Theme
TO Explore Bible Critici~m
Rylaarsdam, Waring
To Open Discussion
J. COVERT RYLAARSDAM of t he Uni versity of
Chicago Divinity school and E. Graham Waring of
the Lawrenc e university religion department will be

A TRUNK-LOAD of s,nitcases heralds the return to
campus after vacation. Returning studen~s h ad difficulty getting cabs for the trek from the airport; m any
public mode s of transportation were loade d to capacity duing t h e peak of college-bound trave l.

Colu01bia Survey Concerns
Talented Graduate's Future
NEARLY SEVEN out of ten pers-0ns with high intel lectua l cap ab ility t a ke jobs which give them !reedorn to work alone or power t o le ad and dommate
others, a Columbia university
study has revealed. They tend
not to be the type who enjoy b~ing team members in the orgamzation.
O

ECONOMICS Profess r E li
Ginzberg, chairman of the President's Manpower Advisory committee. collaborated with .John L.
Herma, a psychologist and member of the university's Conservation of Human Resources project ,
an<l five other Columbia researchers in the survey.
These a.re the findings publish ed recently in a book titled "Ta!ent ,and Performance":

"Undergraduate performance is
a poor ·criterion of later achievement."
"The most successful tend to
marry early cwhile J those ,v no
had difficulty la unching their
careers tended to marry late.
Single men were not conspicuous
among those in the top achievement level."
THOSE who did the best in
their work found time to engage
ili activities outside their work .
These talented persons found
far more satisfaction in the ir
work than a look at their salaries
would indicate.
"Those who served in the military services and never rnse
above enlisted rank were likely
to be in the lower achievement
level."

Those in the higher achievement levels had the followjng
characteristics:
1. Outstanding grades in graduate school.
2. Resolution of occupational
choice by junior year in college.
3. Early completion of edi.!Cation, including early doctorate.
4. Quick start and progression in earners.
5. Successful
assumption of
adult responsibilities, including
militmy service, marriage, and
family forma tion.
"NO individiwl who has the capacity and desire to proc eed with

Gold Cushion
. Appleton's Finest

Billiard Recreation
Center
519 W. College

13 Brunswkf, Gold
Crown Tables

his ed ucation should be blocbcd
by lack of ·funds.
"It would he highly desir able
to explore the possibility of collapsing the time required to earn
,a doctorate . There has been a
m arked tendency toward the 'infantilization' of American youth
which contributes to the unnccessary prolongation with conesponding excessive costs of high-

er education."
Survey find ings are hasecl on
detailed questioning of 342 persons who demonstr::ited high intellectual potential between hl44
and 1S50. All had rece ived fellowships for graduate or professional
training at Columbia during that
period.
The team of investigators wanted to find out, now, some 15
years later, how well this talented group had performed. The
study was financed by the ;_ :~crnegie corporation.

Hoffman Receives
f~usic Scholarship
Edward Hoffman , a conservatory jm1ior at Lawrence university, Saturday was named winner
of the Green Bay Symphony orchestra's seventh annual Young
Wisconsin
Artist
competition.
Hoffman, a trumpet,er , became
the fourth Lawrentian to receive
the contest's top award.
Hoffman is majoring in theory
and composition with James W.
Ming, professor of music. He is a
trumpet student of Edgar i\1 .
Turrentine , associate professor of
music.
Hoffman has been a bandsman
and orchestra member throughout his three years at Lawrence.
A year ago he was trumpet soloist in the Lawrence Choral society's annual performance of
Handel's "Messiah." He was also
seen in the Lawrence Opera theatre's production of "Gianni
Schicchi" in January.
Hoffman 's award-winning performance consisted of the first
and second movement of the " Sonata for Trumpet and Piano" by
the late Paul Hindemith. He was
assisted by pianist Janet Schmalfeldt. Contest judges were from
the ranks of the Green Bay orchestra.
In recognition of his winning,
Hoffman r€ceived a $100 prize
and will appear as soloist with
the orchestra at a March 7 concert.

the major speakers discussing the
theme " Religious Revolution in
the Twentieth Century" at the
Religion-in-Life conference January 18-20.
THE THEME will explore modern Biblical criticism and its value in making Christianity more
relevant to personal faith. It will
be developed through speeches,
panel discussion, a theatre presentation and dormitory discussion.
Waring will open the conference with a discussion of "Treasure in Earthern Vessels" at 8
p.m. Monday, Jan. 18, in Stansbury theatre. He will discuss and
evaluate ,t he developments in
theology in this century which
are aimed at making religious
faith more relevant and meaningful to cont~mporary man.

At 10:40 a.m. Tuesday, Jan. 19,
Rylaarsdam will give a convocation address on "Historical
Criticism and the Historical
Faith" in the Chapel. He will
show that the Reality men call
God is revealed to them through
history rather than through verbal concepts. The Bible is but a
record of this historical revelation of God to man.
RYLAARSDAM began his teaching career in Basra, Iraq, where
he was an instructor in English
in the American School for Boys.
After spending four years there,
he taught the Old Tesiament at
the New Brunswick <New Jersey)
Theological seminary. He then
joined the faculty of the University of Chicago, where he has
taught for nearly 20 years.
The speaker has a special interest in the theological implications of the Old Testament, particularly the relationship between
the Jewish and Christian faith. He
concentrates on seeking to de- -·
velop communication between the
two great traditions.

He represented the Chicago
Divinity school in the organization of a 1963 Jewish-Protestant
colloquium, " Perspectives on the
Good Society," and has served
on various study groups of the
World Council of Churches, most

European Organist
To Give Recitals
Karel Paukert, deputy organist
a t the Cathedral of Ghent, Belgium , will appear in two public
programs Saturday and Sunday ,
Jan . 16 and 17.
Paukert, 29-year-old Czechoslovokian artist is on his first
American tour. Hi.s programs
here will include a lecture-demonstration at 3:30 p.m., January
16 in Harner hall and a recital at
3:30 p.m. ,· January 17 at All Saints
Episcopal church.
The organist is a native of
Prague, and a graduate of the
Prague conservatory, where he
received the Institution's highest
honors. He has also received
every major musical prize offered
to organists in Czechoslovakia.
After his conservatory study,
Paukert traveled to Cairo, Egypt,
where he was first oboist of the
Cairo Symphony orchestra. · He
then became the first oboist of
the Reykjavik, Iceland, orchestra . While in Iceland, he decided
against returning to Czechoslovakia at the end of his travel
permit.

recently on the Commission of
Worship.
\HE IS chairman of the Biblical
field in the Divinity school, is a
co-editor of the Journal of Religion and a member of the
American Asociation for Middle
East Studies.
Rylaarsdam's published work
includes "Revelation in Jewish
Wisdom Literature. He also wrot.e
an article on "Exodus," in the
1952 Interpreter's Bible, and
"Proverbs, Ecclesiastes and Song
of Songs," appearing in the 1964
Layman's Bible commentary. He
has also contributed to "The
Study of the Bible Today and Tomorrow," "Peak's Commentary
on the Bible" and the "Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible."

J. COVERT

RYLAARSDAM

Waring began his career as
acting chaplain and assistant professor of religion at Claremont
c9llege in California. In 1951 he
came to Lawrence, where in 1953
he was named head of the religion
department and in 1962, a full
professor.
HE RECEIVED his bachelor's
degree from Southern Methodist
university, and the B.D. and Ph.
D. in systematic theology from
the University of Chicago. He
has edited two books, "On Religion" and " Essence of Christianity.'' His major interest lies
in the 19th century religious
thought and philosophical theology.
In 'a ddition t-0 these two main

Union. His talk is entitled, "The
Work of Our Hands."

speakers, 11 other clergymen and
faculty members will participate
in the conference. Rylaarsdam
will close it with an address given at 8 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. 20
in the Riverview lounge of the

He will deal with the futility of
our age and show that the Biblical world experienced the same
sort of meaninglessness and aburdity, thereby showing that the
Bible is relevant to us .

E. GRAHAM WARING

Music Series to Present
LaSalle String Ense111ble
THE LaSALLE STRING quartet, resident ens,e mble
at the University of Cin cin nati, will present the third
of this season's Lawrence Chamber M us,ic series conc€rts at 8: 15 p.m. Thursday, Jan.
21. The event is plan ned for Harper hall at the Lawrence MusicDrama center.
THE quartet , making its second
chamber series appearance, was
formed in 1946 at the Juilliard
School of Music, New York lVIembers are Walter Levin and He;,ry
Meyer, first and second violinists ;
Peter Kamnitzer , violist; and
Jack Kirstein , 'cellist. All have
be€n with the group since its
founding.
Juilliard in 1946 gave no degree
in quartet, but as the four young

musicians became more and more
absorbed in their ensemble, they
persuaded the school to est,abHsh
such a degree. Appropriately, in
1949, they became its first recipients.

Upon graduation, the LaSa11e
became quartet-in-residence at
Co 1o r a d o college, Colorado
Springs. Four years later the
group accepted a similar appointment at fhe College-Conservatory
of Music, University of Cincinnati,
where it remains today.
HERE the quartet presents an
annual series of concerts , teaches
performance technique, interpretation and chamber music literature, and gives workshops and
lecture-demonstrations.
Levin, first violinist, beg,an his
studies in Berlin and continued,
under Rudolph Bergman, in Tel
Aviv. At age 16 he formed a

string quartet and toured extensively in the, Near East. He has
a degree from the University of
London in addition to Juillku-d.
His Juilliard teacher was Ivan
Galamian.
]\.'I eyer, second violinist, made

his solo debut with the Dresden
philharmonic at the age of 10.
After graduating from Prague's
Academy of 'Music , he became a
mem ber of the Prague String
quartet. In Pmis, he studied with
Rene Benedetti and Georges Enesco, and won the Milstein Presentation violin . He came to
Juilliard as a gradua te scholarship student.
KAMNITZER, violist, was graduated from the Manhattan School
of Music, New York, and continued hi s studies at Juilliard under Milton Katims . He was first
violist and a member of the string
quartet of the San Antonio symphony for three seasons, and has
played with the 'Metropolitan Op·
era orch€stra. He has also toured
as first viofo:t with the Robert
Shaw chorale.
Kirstein, 'cellist, studied under
F elix Salmond at Juilliard, and
with D . C. Dounis and Leonard
Rose . He was assistant principal
'cellist of the Mozart orchestra.
He holds B.S. and M.A. degrees
from Columbi,a university.

Tickets fo r the quartet's appearance go on sale Jan. 11 at the
Lawrence university box office.
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From the Editorial Board

The Discri01ination Report
Considering the controversial background of which
it is a product, the initial report of the Faculty Committee on Discrimination in fraternities and s.ororities is
a surprise in many ways. The initial faculty resolution
regarding discrimination in Greek groups was later
revised by Board of Trustees: the faculty committee
was set Up as an t1dvisory and investigative body under
the later resolution; the actionS: of both group,s implied
that a discriminatory problem existed in local pledging practice,s or in local chapters' relations with their
nationals. However, the faculty committee report
seems to indicate that s.uch problems either no longer
exist or are being -solved satisfactorily.
However, a glance at the context in which the report was prepared alters, to a great extent, the meaning of the res,o lution as such. In the first place, the
resolution should be considered only as. the initial step
in the Committee's presentation of annual reports on
the progress of the Greek groups.
With this sequence of reports in mind, the committee has presented in this report only those facts. which
can be fully documented, withholding some privileged
information which they know to be true, along with
some not yet clarified .
The committee took this action for two reasons
which seem justified. 1) Because as an official committee of the college faculty, authorized by the Board
of Trustees, they are liable to lawsuit fr om national organizations if the nationals can prove that discrimina&
tory p-r actices are not wri.tten into national charters or
procedures,. In other words, th e committe e is d eal ing
with discriminatory practices in unvv ritte n "gentl emen's agreements" or recommendation procedures,
-practices which because they are unwritten, cannot be
used as evidence; and 2 ) Because, more importantly,
they are highly intereste d in aiding those g roups who
have assured t he committee of their intent to work
within the group for the removal of these practices.
Publication of privileged information at this stage
might injure the real goal of the committee. when
there is a good possibility of its attainment.
Cognizant of its mandate to publish other reports, the committee can use the information it has
both to aid the Greek groups and to insure their good
faith in dealing with the problem.
This is not to say, however, that the report itself
makes no statements of real importance . Its discussions of various gro ups should be compared; close
reading indicate,s that some groups, especially among
the fraternities, have made more progress than others,
particularly at the national lev el: these groups, as the
report states, deserve the fav ora ble attention of the enti1re campus. In addition the recommendation of the
committee for iIJforming the freshmen m ore realis,t ically should be acted u p on immediately.
In the Sio roritie s, the problem centers around the
implications of the present recommendation systems,
a problem discussed in general by the faculty group.
They felt that all groups except one faced the problem, that it remains technically unsolve d. a nd that
no purpose could be achieved by detailing the slightly
different procedur es. of the Yarious groups .
The com m ittee has suc ce eded in pointing out the existen ce of di scrimination in general by indicating
~hich groups have not pledged m embers of minority
groups des,pite t he assurance of their national that no
discriminatory practices appear in writing.
Concerning the report, we recommend three
things: 1) That t he local g roups increase their efforts
to wip e out discriminatory practices, especially in unwritten agreements, working with a faculty committee
which bas shown its willingness to aid such groups in
their efforts: the s.olution of the problem is really in
the hands of the students. 2 ) That the faculty committee , now that it has shown its, w il 1ing:ness to aid Greek
groups, maintain a willing attitude, but, r es ults unrealized, use its full povver. 3) That fr eshmen and others
now going through rush read the report carefully and
consider favorably tho se groups which have obviously
made progress and realizing that some groups are now
working for a change, question them carefully on their
good faith in the matter.

MISS MARGUERITE E. Scl1umann, director of publicity, places the turfman's traditional good-luck symbol of a hor ~eshoe around the ne ck of College Bowl coach
Daniel L. Arnaud, instructor in class ics, up-o n the team's arrival in Appleton.

Lawrence Theatre Offers
Mozart's Opera 'Figaro'
"THE MARRIAGE OF FIGARO," Mozart's classic

18th century Italian opera buffa, will be prese nted
for a three night run beginning Friday, Jan. 22 , at the
Lawrence University Exp€rimental th€alre , at 8: 15 p.m. P roduction is by the Lawrence Opera
theatre group.
MOZART'S OPERA, in Itali an
"Le Nozz,e di Figaro." will be pres€nt ed in English . Director John
Koo pman, assistant professor of
music and founder of the Lawrence opera worksho p. has named
a cast of 11 singers . P iano accom pa niment ··i11 be used.
"The Marriage of Figaro" is
one of Mozart's seven major op,er.atic 1Norks and the epitome of
opera buff a in th is period; t.he
term huffa implies corned .
The personage of Figaro \•:as
introduced by French playwright
Pierre Augus ti n Caron, known as
Beaumarcha is, in his comedy
' 'The Bar ber of Seville·' ( 1775 ) .
The machine-gun aria " Figaro ,
Figaro . . . , '' so ,vell known to
most lay audiences is, in fact,
from Rossini's masterful opera
''The Barber of Seville'' ( 1816 l .
BEAUMARCHAIS followed with
his play ' 'The Marr iage of Figaro"
in 1784. Both liter ary works satiriz.ed the pre-Revolutionary social
order of th€ day to the extent that
special clearance had to be arranged with Emperor Joseph for
Mozart's opera to be performe-d.
Mozart's two-act score was first
heard in Vienna's Burgtheater on
May 1, 1786. It aroused cheers
,and calls for many encores, but a
number of Italians in the cast soon
tried to sabotage the production
and managed to bring it to a halt
after nine performances. Shortly
thereafter "Figaro" found great
favor in Prague, and later success
in Vienna (1789).
In America it was first heard i n
the Park Thea tre, New York. on
::vray 10, 1824. The Metrop-0litan
Opera Hou se first offere d it in its
tenth season in 1894 .
"FIGARO," like many of the
buffa works of its d ay, exploits
the b ass voice. The tech nique, a
prime achievement of opera
buff a, dwells on straight comedy
and sometimes a burlesque of
other styles.
STAFF CALL
With the new year, the new
term, and the new printing
process, the LawTentian nee ds
new hJood. Anyone interes ted in worku1g for the paper is
invited to come to the staff
meeting at 4:30 p.m. next Friday in Main hall B-9. If yon
are uncertain whether you
would be interested, come
down to get the facts to make
your decision; no obligation, of
course.

The opera's complex plot concerns Figaro, former harber of
Seville now in the service of
Count Almaviva. He ,and the
Ccuntess' pretty maid Susanna
plan to be married, but are momentarily thwarted by Almaviva's
designs on Susanna.
F igaro's vow to outwit the
Count leads to a series of intrigues
and counter-intrigues in 'Nhich
the Coun tess sets out to chastise
her husba nd, Figaro and Susanna
mar.age to fall out and then back
in love with each other . and the
Cow1t is roundly hum bled.
PERIOD costumes le nd a lavish
atmosphere to the castle setting,
a nd the Lawrence theatre-in-theround meets the fantastic plot
with a n apt fantasy set of its own.
"The Marriage of Fig,aro" is
the second of the Lawrence Opera
theatre's productions on a major
scale. In its five-year existence
the group has presented a tot,al of
eight works, among them three
by Menotti, and single scores by
Johann Strauss, Pergolesi, WHder
and Puccini.
Tickets for the performance will
go on sale Tuesday, J an. 12, at the
u__riiversity box office.

Classies to Present
Hitchcock Thriller
Film Classics will present Alf red Hitchcock's " Spellbound" at
1: 30 and 7: 30 p.m. this Sunday in
Stansbury theatre. " Spellbound"
is the forerunner of Hitchcock's
' 'The Birds' ' and " Psycho.,. His
films are noted for the intensity of their emotions and susp€nse.
Based on a novel by Francis
Beeding, " Spellbound" is a surprising thriller about psychoanalysis . The movie consists of
two principal characters. "J.B."
played by Gregory P eck is a
young man suffering from amnesia and accused of murder. The
psychiatrist who helps him to return to a normal state is played
by Ingrid Bergman. Reaching into the recesses of his mind the
psychiatrist, to save him from
the police , slowly brings forth
the secret of his amnesia. This
is a fascinating mystery story
linked to a study of a man's unconscious.
Hitchcock's deft timing and
imaginative camera work is noteworthy. Again and again he injects excitement into a n individual scene with his manipulation
of such triviae as a crack of light
under a door, a glass of milk, or
a sudden wailing of a locomotive
whistle. The filrr. also contains
a dream .sequence, created by the
avant garde painter, Salvador
Dali.

ACM To Offer Annual Semester
In Urban Education for Students
THE Associated Colleges of the
Midwest, in conjunction with the
Chicago board of education, will
sponsor the third annual semester
of its Urban Education program
in the fall of 1965. Made possible
by a three-year grant from the
Danforth foundation, the program
will offer approximately 25 students from AMC colleges the opportunity to observe and teach in
both elementary a nd secondary
p ublic schools of the Chicago
area.
For the participating student
teacher, the scope of the Urban
Education program includes two
eight-week assignments at schools
in two contrasting socio-economic
areas.
In addition , a bi-weekly seminar
in urban sociology will offer discussion of " the metropolis as a
problem solving mechanism." Sociological literature and tours to
individual areas as well as specific teaching problems comprise
the discussion material.
AFTER participating in the
1964 Urban Education program,
Kaffie Pickins commented, "It's
a learning experience." Although
Kaffie was aware of the possible
influence of her students' socio-

~onomic backgrounds, she found
it difficult to distinguish the students' resnonse to their background from their response to
their teacher.
Comm~nting on the program. as
a whole, Kaffie said, "Only in the
educational experiences in the
classroom did it live up to my
ex1lectations ." She added, however, that because of the classroom experience afforded, she
was glad that she had participated in the program.
The program, which lasts from
September 2 to December 23, requires the completion of Educational P sychology, Principles of
Education and Special Methods
plus the reading of selected literature before September 1965.
THE STUDENT teachers will
live in furnished apar,t ments near
the University of Chicago. Interested students who need financial
aid or who have jobs on the Lawrence campus may apply for
funds available.
Kenneth Sager, assitant professor of education and a member
of the ACM Committee on Urban
Education, urges students to talk
to him about details "if intrigued."

Betas, Phi Delts Capture Titles
In lnterfraternity Competition
THE BETAS won four of seven events and placed
-second in both relays to capture the interfraternity
swimming title last term. The Betas earned 53 points
:as compared to 44 for the Sig
Eps, 33 for the Phi Delts, 24 for
t he Delts, 11 for the Fijis, and
none for the Phi Taus.
THE individual pace setter was
·nave Cooper (Beta) who won the
25-yard butterfly and 75-yard
freestyle events. Dave Streit
1Betal won the 25-yard freestyle
and Jack Swanson <Beta) beat
all opponents in the 50-yard
!breast stroke to pace the winners.
Murray Nelson (Sig Ep) copped
t.he 50-yard freestyle honors while
Mike Evarts notched a first in
t he 50-yard backstroke to lead
the runners-up. Diving laurels
went to Lee Edstrom (Phi Delt).
The Sig Eps earned a judge's
decision for the first in the 100:yard medley relay as they finish·.ed in a near dead heat with the
Betas. The Phi Delts clinched
1:hird place by edging the Betas
i n the 100-yard freestyle relay.
INTERFRATERNITY volleyball
'!Competition was completed last
term as the Phi Delts maintained
t heir first place standing by de] eading the Phi Taus and accepting a forfeit from the Sig Eps.
T he Phi Delts lead the league
fo roughout the competition; their
~ nly defeat came at the hands of
t he Fijis.
The Fijis, meanwhile, won their
battle for second place with the
Eetas by defeating them in two
dosely contested games. Combined with their earlier defeat of
t he Delts, the Fijis finished one
g ame behind the Phi Delts.
The Betas, who had been tied
with the Fijis for second place
'before the last night's play,
wound up in third place. They
also drew a forfeit from the Sig
E ps.
IN OTHER games, the Delts

Wrestiers Drop

defeated the Phi Taus after their
loss to the Fijis, and finished in
fourth place. The Phi Taus and
Sig Eps finished in a tie for last
place, as each team was able to
win only one game over the ten
match schedule.
The final standings read:

W

L
1

9
8
7
4

Phi Delts
Fijis
Betas
Delts
Sig Eps
Phi Taus

2
3
6
9
9

Lawrence Signs
Basketball Coach
Bernie Heselton, athletic director, has announced Lhe sign ing of
GLl Frank of Kimberly as freshman basketball coach. Frank is
the athletic dirctor at Kimberly
high school and coached the Papermakers for ten years, retiring
after the 1961 season.
In his ten years at Kimberly,
Frank coached teams won or
shared seven Mideastern P rep
conference championships and
twice went to the state basketball
tournament. Frank also coached
for ten seasons at Adams-Friendship before moving to Kimberly.
Known throughout the state for
his ability to work with young
men , Frank could be a real aid
to Viking baskebbaU coach Clyde
Rusk. With only three seniors
and six sophomores on the varsity, the Vikes could develop some
great young teams.
"Gil Frank was a great high
school coach," said Rusk , "and I
am most happy to have him working with our freshmen. They can·t
help but learn from him, :md
what they learn will help them
immeasurably when they move
up to the varsity next year. "

VIKE SWIMMER Tom Conley spreads out toward the pool as he practices for
freestyle competition in preparation for the Vikes' first meet at LaCrnsse tomorrow. The team ha s a tough 7-2 record from last year to beat.
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State Tourney
Viking wrestlers ran up against
some tough competitiqn December 5 but garnered two points in
the eighth annual Wisconsin State
Collegiate wrestling tournament
at Madison.
Gerry Gatzke , wrestling in the
heavyweight division, won a decision over Platteville' s Bud Confer, 7-1 , before losing on a forfeit to Wisconsin's co-ca ptain Dan
Pernat, the eventual champion.
Rich Agness decisioned Marque tte's Jack Weidner 4-0 in the
177-pound class before dropping a
semi-final verdict to Whitewater's Marvin Lesch on a pin in
5:40.
Wisconsin won its eighth cons ecutive title, winning five individual divisions and earning 93
points to top runner-up White\,rater, whi ch had 66 points.
The rest of the team standings
were
Superior,
51:
Steven
Point, 45; Marquette, 38 ; Platteville, 33: Stout, 22; UWM, 20;
and Lawrence and Carthage, 2.
'
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Anscochrom and
Ektachrome
Brought in before 4:30
Ready next day 4:00

o

Kodochrome and
Koda color
Two Day Service

•

Black and white
Brought in by 9 a.m.
Ready same day
Large Selection of
CONTEMPORARY
GREETING CARDS
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Are you ready tor a mum-million-dollar responsibililY?
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TELEPHONE REGENT 4-2611
AREA CODE 414

Immediate Confirmation of Reservations
See MARY PROCTOR, our Campus Representative
at RE 4-9043

If you are , there's a place for you on the
Aerospace Team-the U.S. Air Force.
.No organization in the world gives young
people a greater opportunity to do vital,
responsible work.
For example, just a short while ago a 23year-old Air.Force lieutenant made a startling breakthrough in metallurgy. And a
recent All-(\merica ta~kle is doing advanced
r~search in nuclear weapons .
It you have talent, you'll have a
• •

chance to show it In the Air Force. Your
work can put you and your count ry ahead •
You can earn your commission at Air Force·
Officer Training School, a three-month
course open to both men and women. To
apply, you must be within 210 days of your
degree.
For more information, contact the Professor of Air Science. If your campus has no
AFROTC, see your local Air
force recruiter.

u
· s 11·r Force
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Cagers Begin Second Term
In Ninth Place: Coe Leads
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V ikes Suffer Losses Vike Frosh Place
To Cornell, Grinnell In Oshkosh Relay
AS MIDWEST conference basketball play resumes
this week, Coe remains the only unbeaten team, boasting a 2-0 r ecord . The other Iowa te a ms, Cornell and
Grinnell , share the runner-up
slot with 2-1 slates. Lawrence,
with a 1-3 total , finds itself in
ninth place ahead of Monmouth.
THE VIKES suffered dual losses on their road trip to Iowa the
weekend before finals , falling to
Grinnell , 95-72, and to Cornell,
109-94.
The high-scoring Cornell game
the Vikes outclassed by
height and a hot shooting percentage. The Rams' Jack Grams
used his 6'5" height ,advantage
to dump in 30 points for the victors . Rich Glasier, the conference's number six !5Corer, and
Dave Crow, 14th in the league
scoring column, added ,to the Ram
attack. Tom Steinmetz had a
good streak in the first half to
bolster the Lawrence effort.
saw

After the loss , coach Ru sk
commented that this was only
the third time a team had ever
scored over 100 points against
one of hi s teams.
THE GRINNELL tilt was more
evenly matched as the Yikes
managed to hold the Iowa team
to a 53-53 tie with 13 minutes left
to play. At this point, the Pio-

neers went on a scoring rampage and lurched ahead to a 9572 wi n, outscoring Lawrence 3410 in the fin al minutes of play.
In the weekend games, three
Vikes did an exceptional job.
Steinmetz led the scoring pace
and hauled down several rebounds. Dick Schultz and Earl
Hoover added to the scoring effor,ts and did a good job under
the boards.

The Yikes will host undefeated
Coe tonight and will tackle Beloit
tomorrow night. Beloit carries a
1-1 conference record into league
action this week. Both home tilts
begin at 7:30 p.m. at Alexander
gym.
Rusk received a couple of
rough breaks this past week. Jim
Swanson , a sophomore who has
been m aking great strides in improving his performances, has
dropped the team because of
academic problems. Outside ace,
Rick Kroos, will be out of the
lineup for a couple of weeks with
a knee inju ry. Bruce Elliott is a
doubtful returner for academic
reasons.

Vikings Place Second
In Basketball' Tourney
THE VIKINGS placed second a s they hosted the
Holiday Basketb a ll tournament Decemb er 29 and 30 at
Al exand er gym . Guest teams included Milton, Northland and St. Norbert colleges. In
the tourney opener, the Vikes
scored a close 75-70 victory over
Milton. Milton , a small and aggresive team , did not appear to
be a very slick or organized
squad on the courts in the first
half, finding themselves behind
the Vikes at halftime.
BUT IN the second half, Milton
forced Lawrence to play their
sort of sloppy ball. Milton's Sonny
Sherman touched on to a hot
streak and gradually led his
team to a five point lead.
The Lawrence five managed to
edge back into the game but
found themselves on the short
end of a two-point margin with
less than two minutes to play.
A clutch field goal by Dick

Schult and a free throw by Earl
Hoover put the game back on an
even keel. Tom Steinmetz clicked
for two free throws with seconds
remaining to clinch the win for
the Vikes.
HOOVER'S rebounds and Steinmetz's 29 points paced the Law-

rence attack. The Vikes held Milton to 25 field goals in the 75-70
victory.
In the tournament finale the
Vikes were opposed by St. Norbert college of DePere.

The Vikes jumped off to an
early lead and maintained about
a five -point margin throughout
most of the first half. But with
about five minutes remaining in
the second period , the St. Norbert cagers suddenly scorched
the floor with their hot shooting
and blazing fast break. St. Norbert notched 13 points to Lawrence's 2 before the intermission.
ST. NORBERT filed onto the
floor for the second half and confidentialyy built up a controlling
lead to march to a 84-62 win and
the tournament championship.
In a coaches' selection, St. Norbert's Tom Rankin was voted the
tournament's most valuable player. Rankin earned two votes ,
while Hoover and Steinmetz of
Lawrence had one each.
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The Lawrence freshmen placed
fourth in the 400-yard medley to
score Lawrence's only points in
the Oshkosh r.e lays held at the
Oshkosh pool December 5.
Macalester college of St. Paul,
Minn. , the 1964 National Intercollegiate Athletic association swimming champs, won the second annual Titan relays, setting records
in five events.
Macalester scored 80 points to
put them ahead of Loyola university, which had 64. Oshkosh was
third in the ten-school field with
32 points, followed by Winona
college, University of WisconsinMilwaukee, Central Michigan university, Stevens Point, Lawrence
fre shmen, Lawrence varsity and
the University of Chicago.
The Lawrence freshman contingent was composed of John
Sanders, backstroke; Ken Melnick, breast stroke; Pete House,
butterfly ; and Hugh Dennison,
freesty le.
The varsity travels to La
Crosse tomorrow to face the state
uni versity team there .
BASKETBALL SCORES
LAST WEEK

Ripon 71, Grinnell 94
Cornell 109, Lawrence 94
Cornell ~5. Ripon 73
Grinne ll 95 , Lawrence 72
WRESTLING
Knox Invitational:
1. Wheaton 66
2. MacMurray 64
3. Dubuque 55
4. Augu.sta 53
5. N. Central 30
6. Knox
7. Milliken 20, Grinnell 20
8. Illinois Tech 8
9. U. of Chicago 2, Illinois College 2
Superior State 23, Cornell 7
University of Wisconsin 25, Cornell 3
Grinnell 33, Ripon 8
Grinnell 26, Knox 11
SWIMMING
Cornell 59, Knox 35
GAMES NEXT TWO WEEKS
Jan. 8:
Coe at Lawrence
Beloit at Ripon
Grinnell at St. Olaf
Cornell at Carleton
Jan. 9:
Beloit at Lawrence
Cornell at St. Olaf
Monmouth at Knox
Grinnell at Carleton
Coe at Ripon

MIKE O'FALLON and Bruce Elliott prepare for the
Viking cagers' games with Coe tonight and Cornell
tomorrow. Lawrence's 1-3 record p1a~es us in ninth
place in the MWC, ahead of Monmouth.

An era of success and progress, came to an end
Ch r istmas Eve for a very enth us.iastic fri end and promoter of Lawrence university . He was Arthur Condon
Denney, professor of physic al educationand recreation
Mr. Denney came to Lawrence 41 years ago, serving a s cross country coach since the time he introduced the sport at Lawrence in 1925 until 19 59, bask etball co ac h until 1942, track coach un.til 1959 and
ath letic dire ct or until 1961.
As. a co a c: h, Ml'. D enney establish ed a reputation
fo r succe ~;sfu l athleti cs . His basketba ll t ea m s cap.t ured
three 1\/[ich vest conferenc e titl es and placed second
onc e ; hi s trackmen won four conference crowns and
fin ished secon d once; and his h a rriers topped the confe r en ce fiye times and pl a ce d second three times .
Mr. Denney retired fr om intercoll egiate coaching
in 1061 to devo t e full time to w h at he considered a
significant aspect of college life-re creation. With an
intense devotion to athletics, Mr. Denn ey sincerely
felt that recreat ion was. necessary to round out and enrich the co lle ge student's life. He was instrumental in
organizing and expanding interfraternity athletics and
girls' field hockey and took great pride in developing
various co-educational programs.
Skiing, soccer, bowling and curling are four of his
more recent innovations at Lawrence to hig hlight the
University's sports. program. Chess and bridge tournaments as well as all-college sport events have also had
prominent success under Mr. Denney's s upervision.
Let us hope Lawrence will strive to continue th e
tradition of successful athletic and recreational programs that Mr. Denney has instigated and will pro mote and expand the plans that he has set forth.

LETON STATE BANK
The Fox Cities' Leading Bank
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Member of FDIC

EUROPE

7th Annual Ei.iropean Inheritance Toiir

ART and ARCHITECTURE
PROGRAMX

7 day Seminar in London
21 day Seminar at Oxford

Jim Choudoir
MONDAY thru FRIDAY
9:30-10:30 .p.m.

on WHBY -

1230 on Every Dial
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32 days of Travel on the Continent
ft

4 Hours Academic Credit Available

CONTACT:
DEAN ROBERT P. ASHLEY
Ripon College, Ripon, Wisconsin

